Men of omega look to big year

By DEBORI JAMEON

in April, Phi Beta Kappa, brother Frank, a University graduate student, and his draft card to the justice department. In October, 1967, Philip Pochoda, sociology instructor, re- turned his draft card. Both are now convicts and are now serving time in prison.

The men of omega have always held that the omega chapter of Phi Beta Kappa is an organization that is not operating in the best interests of its members. The men of omega have always been aware of the problems of the campus, and they have always been willing to fight for the omega chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
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No thanks, Mr. Nixon

Poor Richard Nixon. He seems to think that his attempts to capitalize on the disenchantment of youth will pay off. That is not enough to know that Nixon is definitely not the one.

Nixon's equivoating stand when asked about The Daily Pennsylvanian's battle with the FBI is indicative of the 1968 version of the Old Nix. He managed to leave some people believing that he supported this newspaper's position via a Fbi that would not commit himself. Not that it really matters because we know that once Nixon is President Nixon he will have no use for all these commies who are reforming The Nation is suffering a crisis of the nation. That Nixon cares for our idealism, our New... our nation is suffering a crisis of the nation. That Nixon cares for our idealism, our New...
Omega

(Caption continued from page 1)

...and then Dean, College

Campuses

(Caption continued from page 1)

Four years after "Saturday"... the study revealed that a large number of students at the University of California are under

Sheaffer's big deal gets you through 29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams, 52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sorry about that.

Sheaffer's big deal means you can write twice as long. Because you get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar ballpoint plus an extra long-writing refill free. All for just a dollar. How much do you think you can write with a dollar ballpoint pen? SHEAFFER'

The Romance Languages Club presents A FELLIINI SPECTACULAR TWO MASTERPIECES BY ONE OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST DIRECTORS.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 24 JULIET - 7:00 P.M. 8/5:9:30 P.M. ADMISSION $1.00 MEMBERS $0.50 IRVINE AUDITORIUM SEE TWO FEATURES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.

The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint pen.
Eye on the Ivies

Jardine machine still rebuilding

Brown University
President, R.S.
Nicholson
Brown, Rome
1967 record: 2-0-1
Ivy League: 1-0-1 (sevenths)

1967 schedule

September
Sept. 23 (away vs. Princeton)

October
Oct. 1 - Penn State
Oct. 8 - (at) Cornell
Oct. 15 - (at) Pennsylvania
Oct. 22 - (at) Dartmouth
Oct. 29 - (at) Harvard

November
Nov. 5 - Yale
Nov. 12 - (at) Yale
Nov. 19 - (at) Princeton

1967 (45 men on varsity)

Bob Warren will see action at flanker. Leading receiver Scrimmage canceled, because of a knee injury, and sophs Bill O'Donnell and back Steve Wormith, the team's leading ground gainer all another grid setback. On defense the team renewed its play, including pass pressure and tackling the ball. For O'Donnell and Wormith, the most valuable players in 1966, the year was expected to be even better.